An android app for receiving, storing and exchanging glucose level data obtained from commercial glucometers

Abstract
This work shows the development of a device as an electronic interface and embedded software (EI), which obtains glucose level data from a commercial glucometer, sends this data to an application (APP) on an Android device. The APP stores the information in a database, shows various options for presenting the data and through short message messages (SMS) send the values of glucose levels and data of people who are in glucose control to an external repository, located in the Web cloud, where it is available to users and clinicians.
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Introduction
The use of telemedicine and digital tools interventions in diabetes care, seems to be a promising alternative to conventional therapy. Nowadays, mobile technologies are a very widespread and therefore viable alternative to help keep track of various medical control parameters. Glucose level control helps reduce the incidence of long-term diabetic complications and the continuous monitoring control of glucose levels is reflected in a decrease in levels and improvement indicators. Using the Internet or a phone where the glucose-monitoring data were transferred to web-based, and transmitted medical recommendations by short message, was as effective way for glucose control and other health behaviors. Diverse glucose reading devices have their own glucose level display mechanism, the traditional ones show in a monochromatic screen the numerical data of the reading made at that time or the last one made, date and time, some can show a limited history of numerical way; OneTouch, Contour TM, FreeStyle Lite, Accu-Chek, Bayer, to mention brands. An improvement like the FreeStyle Libre and Medisafe Fit Smile devices, they contain a screen that presents the glucose level currently read and a basic graph with previous hours and levels.

A substantial improvement of these devices is the use of wireless Bluetooth technology as the most widespread, which are communicated to smartphones or mobile device with IOS or Android operating system and a proprietary APP of the brand for glucose control; iHealth Wireless Smart Blood, OneTouch Verio Sync meter, FORA Test N’GO Voice Bluetooth are some with these features. The latest development is that the glucometer is connected directly to the phone or mobile device through a physical connection port; iHealth Align, Gmate SMART, Glucose, are some examples. On the other hand, there are currently APPs on the IOS and Android platform to monitor glucose levels and various diabetes control, mentioned in a long list to Diabetes Connect, BG Monitor Diabetes and Glucose Buddy. We found a tactic to impenetrable a mechanism, to obtain information directly from commercial glucometers through its physical connection using application programming interface (API), without having to use the proprietary APP of the brand, allowing to concentrate the information from multiple sources in a universal repository. Obtaining glucose results levels from different glucometers that have the possibility to send data physically or wirelessly is the objective of this project and implement a universal repository and not depend on brands to monitor and control the levels of glucose, covering an opportunity where users and clinicians do not have to be changing platforms, APP or repository to help with this problem.

Methods
The selected commercial glucometer is an ONETOUCH UltraMini, which can store several readings and has an API, which allows access to stored data. For programming software interfaces we used Android studio and SQLite for data storage. The APP has the ability to connect to more than one EI, since an individual who is controlling their glucose levels could have more than one glucometer in use. The general process that is carried out during the exchange of information between the EI, glucometer and APP is presented in detail in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the process of receiving glucose level data and the processing carried out by the APP on Android and sending data via SMS. The different menu options that allow the user to interact with the APP are shown.

The APP was developed for Spanish language. It contains several menu options; Last Result (which shows the last data stored), Automatic Reception (which asks the data from the glucometer to the EI and this to the APP that automatically storage and send an SMS to external Web-Database), Manual Send (which allows to manually capture a glucose level data), Query Results (allows visualization in the form of graph glucose data in a given period, day, week or month), Delete Results (which removes current glucose level data from the database), Visit Website (which sends to the http address where you...
can view the information sent to the Web-Database) and finally Exit (leaving the APP). The Figure 3 shows the menu options, that allow the user to interact with in the APP.
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**Figure 1** General process during the exchange of information between the (EI) and glucometer.
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**Figure 2** Process of receiving glucose level data and the processing carried out by the APP on Android.
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**Figure 3** The menu options that allow the user to interact with in the APP.

**Processing**

When the App is initialized, it verified that the Bluetooth protocol is active on the mobile device and the permissions for connection are taken. If the connection is unsuccessful, after 5 attempts, the APP shows error message to verify: turned on the device’s Bluetooth or turned on EI. When the connection is successful The EI requests the data from the glucometer and transforms it in a structure in format[IDGlucometer, Date, Time, GlucoseLevel], the APP receive this data frame, read it and sends a message to confirmation of the data reception. Received the information in the APP, the processing that separates the data is carried out, a verification is made that the data received is not repeated (previously stored), if this is the case it is discarded, in the case not repeated, a new one is made insertion into the local database and send a success message to the user.

**Final prototype**

A box was designed and created in 3D printing, to contain the EI system, including a 9v battery, an RGB LED was implemented to indicate the user when it is power on (blue), receiving data (blink of blue) or a problem was detected (red blink). This same box contains a compartment to place the commercial glucometer to facilitate interaction with the user. The Final prototype electronic interface (EI) and application (APP) on an Android device is shows in Figure 4.
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**Figure 4** Final prototype electronic interface (EI) and application (APP) on an Android device.

**Testing process**

To verify the correct functionality of the system, different pilot tests were run using the EI and the APP. The following tests were executed 50 times; The EI was turned on and off, to verify that it is switched on and off correctly and the LED shows the correct blue color in switched on. The EI was connected and disconnected to the glucometer port and verify that its shows the legend PC on its screen, which indicates that it is ready to transfer data or the LED has a blink red color due to bad connection problems. The APP was executed and connection attempts were applied using Bluetooth between an Android 6.0 operating system phone, the EI being switched off, verifying that the APP showed correctly when the EI was not available, while the EI is turned on the APP is connected correctly and will show successful connection and ready to initiate data transfers. Within the APP the different functionalities were tested, for this a document was followed based on use case and user case, which allowed verifying that the APP complied with each of the functionalities designed and encoded, in particular the functionality of automatic reception that is the one that interconnects all the elements was thoroughly tested, verifying that they correctly received the data frame of glucose level values, storage in the database of the Android device and sent by SMS of the data received to external Web Database. The tests were performed by 3 users who are currently in control of their glucose levels, helping to identify recommendations on their use and functionality.

**Results**

The system as a whole performed satisfactorily. In the EI several
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